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Brand
Platform
Our brand platform is
intended to give a voice
and emotion to aid in our
implementation of our
marketing. This platform is
intended to aid us in creating
consistency when we write or
speak on behalf of Zoë.
Scene Setter:
Family and friends gather around a
large candle lit dinning table after a
phenomenal meal filled with laughter,
candid conversation, and deep
connection, the host stands to make a
toast in celebration...

If a perfect meal does exist, it can only found in a place and
time where the smells, ambiance, mood, and taste collide
into an experience that becomes an enduring part of who
we are.
If so, we believe in the power of that moment. We see our
food as the gateway to celebrate everything and everyone
we cherish.
So, here’s to the moments we won’t forget; with the people,
we will grow old with, tonight, we toast to life. 
TO LIFE!
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Brand
Elements
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Logo
Our logo is our signature.
It is the official mark that
encapsulates who we are and
what we do.
It should appear on all
communications pieces in a
prominent, obvious way. As such
every care should be taken in its
used.

It explitist ius ipide moluptur, ut as inimus enditas
dolore dignis ab ipsandi amusam re praessitatem
re nus et verferu
ptatur
si debit, ommoluptae
nume simusa
dus. Nam rae
cusam adiam
faccum
et
ilique simi,
sum
dolut
lacienimeni
non nihilliae.
Ut fugitionse
cuscima
cus exceper empernam volore nonsequo opturi
ut earum fugit perum la inis dolumque lab ium

Ensure the logo never
becomes crowded by other
elements. Think: Let it
breathe.

When used against complex
background or photo, the
logo should always be placed
on a solid color, preferably
black or white.

Never stretch the logo
outside of its natural
dimensions.
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Color
Palette
ALWAYS

Our color palette helps our
customers identify us at a
glance, and the way we use
these colors sets the mood for
each of our pieces.

Usage Meter

Eclipse

Olympus

Digital 35/31/32
Web
231F20
Process 69/67/63/73

Treat these colors as
the foundation of the
brand.

Digital 255 255 255
Web
FFFFFF
Process 0/0/0/0

Zoë’s color palette is derived
from the physical aesthetics of
the restaurant. It relies heavily
on our long-used black and
white as a foundation.
The greens and cream are
intended to serve as additional
creative elements but should
never used as dominants (see
the usage meter).

Digital
Web
Process

41/45/27
292D1B
68/57/81/69

Oregano
Digital
Web
Process

83/92/45
535C2D
68/51/99/28

Persimmon
Digital
Web
Process

191/52/23
BF3417
14/85/100/3

Greek Yogurt
Digital
Web
Process

“Use these colors as
compliments. As a
rule they shouldn’t
occupy more than
50% of a piece.”

234/229/218
EAE5DA
7/7/13/0

RARELY

The names of these colors
were inspired by not only our
history, but the tastes and flora
of Greece.

Peppercorn

Use this accent to draw
attention, highlight, or
to incorporate a “pop” of
color. Like it’s namesake
it should be rare and
somewhat hard to find.
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Typography
The use of consistent
typographic styles boosts the
ability for the public to easily
recognize our brand.
These fonts speak to the
sophistication and polish that
we endeavor to present during
or dinner service.

Headline

Vogue1

Zoe Fine dining

Body/Serif
Zoe¨ Fine Dining is a New American restaurant in Athens, Ohio.
Nanum Myeongjo2 We serve classics with an unexpected twist, and also unexpected
dishes with dependable flavor. Zoe¨ is a bit of an out-of-Athens

experience with its unique style and flair, but it’s also full of
quirkiness—precisely in the Athens way. We’re eclectic. We’re
imaginative. We’re sophisticated, but we’re also approachable.
We serve just as much connection and community as we do crab
cakes and wine. Zoe¨ brings dining to life. W
 e make our food from
scratch, using fresh, local, and seasonal ingredients. Our wines
and cocktails pair perfectly with our specials. Our staff provides
the best service you can get in town. And our charming dining
room will be the finishing touch on your special, intimate, and
unforgettable evening.

Design Tip:
Both of the body copy fonts are
intended to be interchangeable. The
serif conveying are more serious and
formal tone and the sans serif lending
itself to a slightly more informal
message. This is by no means a rule,
only a suggestion.
Body/Sans Serif

1. A license for “Vogue” was purchased on
behalf of Zoë Fine Dining from Creative
Fabrica.

Montserrat2 zoefinefood.com

2. Nanum Myeongjo and Montserrat are
available for free on Google fonts.
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Hand-Drawn
Elements
Illustrations by
Madeline Lane
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Photography
Photography by
Nate Swanson

Zoë’s photography should be consistently high quality and thoughtful. Photos should feel natural and understated. Food
and the food creating process should be prominent. To complete the visual story, photos should focus on the experience of
dining. Photos should be high contrast with a slight drop in saturation to evoke a more moody aesthetic.
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Brand
Samples
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ZOE FINE DINING
We are open for dine-in
by reservation only!
Check out our new wesbite!
www.zoefinefood.com

Call (740) 592-4443 and leave a message
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